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Abstract. In this paper, we present an interpolation method based on
Lebesgue sampling that could help to develop systems based time series
more efficiently. Our methods can transmit times series, frequently used
in health monitoring, with the same level of accuracy but using much
fewer data. Our method is based in Lebesgue sampling, which collects
information depending on the values of the signal (e.g. the signal output
is sampled when it crosses specific limits). Lebesgue sampling contains
additional information about the shape of the signal in-between two sampled points. Using this information would allow generating an interpolated signal closer to the original one. In our contribution, we propose a
novel time-series interpolation method designed explicitly for Lebesgue
sampling called ZeChipC. ZeChipC is a combination of Zero-order hold
and Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial(PCHIP) interpolation. ZeChipC includes new functionality to adapt the reconstructed
signal to concave/convex regions. The proposed methods have been compared with state-of-the-art interpolation methods using Lebesgue sampling and have offered higher average performance.
Keywords: Lebesgue sampling interpolation method · Event-based interpolation · signal reconstruction using Lebesgue sampling · time series
interpolation method
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Introduction

Nowadays, a lot of time series data is produced, which represents the state of
the environment over a period of time [5, 10]. These data points are generally
captured by a piece of equipment called a sensor. The sensor can detect different
events or changes in the environment and quantify the changes in the form
of various measures such as temperature, pressure, noise, or light intensity. A
limitation of collecting data points is the frequency at which the sensor records
?
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the changes or events. The more frequently a sensor records a reading, the more
expensive the running cost is. Likewise, the less frequent the sensor records the
reading, the more difficult it is to capture and reconstruct the original behaviour
of the event.
In practice, all signals have to be sampled because the number of points in
a continuous environment is infinite. Capturing readings more often is economically more expensive due to the amount of data being stored, transmitted, and
processed. The challenge while performing sampling is to preserve the vital information in the less amount of data points so that the objective of recording
changes is met.
The periodic or Riemann sampling [5] is a conventional approach of sampling
in the time series data. In this approach, the data is captured periodically, i.e.
at an equidistant time intervals such as each second or each microsecond. Even
though the approach is simple to implement, the shortcoming is that, when the
sampled data fail to indicate changes that happen between the interval (also
known as frequency aliasing), sampling needs to be readjusted at a higher frequency, resulting into more data collection. Due to this pitfall, many research
findings advocated for the use of Lebesgue sampling, instead of Riemann sampling [7].
In the Lebesgue sampling, time-series data is sampled whenever a significant
change takes place or when the measurement passes a certain limit [6]. The
overall intuition of the Lebesgue sampling is to save unnecessary data from
being stored, processed, or transmitted, which represents either no change or a
trivial change compared to the previous data point.
In this contribution, it is proposed an interpolation method called ZeChipC to
reconstruct the time series data sampled using Lebesgue sampling. ZeChipC uses
Zero-order hold and PChip interpolation with a Concavity/Convexity functionality improvement3 . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first interpolation
method designed exclusively for Lebesgue sampling. The proposed methods have
a higher performance because they exploit the particular properties of this kind
of sampling.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2, it has been elaborated a review of the state-of-the-art about the Lebesgue sampling technique.
In section 3, it is presented the proposed interpolation method called ZeChipC,
along with its simpler versions (ZeLi, ZeLiC and ZeChip). In section 4, two experiments using 67 different data sets are carried out. The objective of the first
experiment is to compare the performance of the proposed methods against that
of the state-of-the-art interpolation methods for Lebesgue sampling. The objective of the second experiment is used to compare the performance of Lebesgue
and Riemann sampling with approximately the same number of samples and
with the same methods. This is very useful in order to decide which is the best
combination of sampling and interpolation methods when time series need to be
3
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sampled. Finally, in section 5, the conclusions of the research are shown along
with some possible future directions.

2

State of the art

Lebesgue sampling is an alternative to the traditional approach called Riemann,
which samples time series at a constant frequency. Instead of periodically taking
samples from a system like most health monitoring systems, the event-based
method takes samples only when a predefined event happens, as shown in Figure
1. Some examples of typical events could be a sudden change in the signal, the
signal reaching a preset limit, the arrival of a data package, or a change in the
state of a system [1]. Even though Lebesgue sampling is more accurate than
Riemann sampling, it is less extended because it is more difficult to implement
[1]. Sampling using methods based on Lebesgue will allow developing systems
with many advantages such as lower energy consumption and less bandwidth
required. In systems based on Lebesgue less information needs to be processed,
transmitted and stored.

Fig. 1. Lebesgue sampling takes points based on the output value of the signal. In this
particular case, when the absolute difference is higher than 0.2.

In recent years, a great interest has aroused in applications implementing
event-based sampling. For example, the “Send on Delta” algorithm takes advantage of Lebesgue sampling to reduce the information transmitted by wireless
networks, frequently used in health monitoring systems, in order to increase the
lifetime of the sensors’ batteries. Under this scheme, the sampling is performed
only when there is a deviation in the signal higher than the delta value. Results
show that by using this approach, it is possible to increase the lifetime of the
sensors without any loss of quality in the resolution of the signals [8].
It is also interesting pointing out the convenience of using event-based sampling in the Fault Diagnosis and Prognosis (FDP) which are widely applied in
the daily care of elderly (e.g. fall detection or human activity detection). In the
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last years, it has been increasingly difficult to manage microcontrollers and embedded systems due to the volume of the information collected by sensors and
to the complexity of the programs that they implement [13].
Lebesgue sampling can minimise energy consumption, storage space, computation time and the amount of data to be transmitted which turns out into
enormous advantages for the development of systems that require to collect timeseries related to heath attributes [12]. It is therefore very interesting for companies who are in charge of developing health systems, as it significantly reduces
the expense, without a negative impact on the precision of the measures.
In summary, the traditional approach for sampling and digital control has
been working well in many applications in the health domain for many years.
However, there are new domains where Riemann sampling has significant problems that can be easily solved by implementing Lebesgue sampling.

3

ZeChipC Lebesgue sampling interpolation method

In this section, first, we give some information that can be extracted from sampling based on events to develop methods that either need less sampled points to
achieve a similar accuracy level than the state-of-the-art methods or that given
the same amount of points, achieve higher accuracy. For the sake of the reading
understanding, in the following lines, we will explain all the previously developed
methods until we finally developed the ZeChipC algorithm. Therefore, we first
describe in detail the development of ZeLi, our first and simplest interpolation
method proposed for Lebesgue sampling. Following, we describe ZeLiC, which
is an improved version of ZeLi with new functionality to adapt it to convex and
concave regions. And lastly, we propose a method called ZeChipC, which is basically an adaptation of ZeLiC that uses PCHIP instead of Linear interpolation
so that it can represent signals with curve regions.
3.1

Tolerated region

In order to understand how ZeLi (our first method) works, we have to introduce
a new concept called tolerated region and why is it important for ZeLi. There
are many possible implementations of Lebesgue sampling for time series such as
sampling a point when it crosses a preset limit or when the percentage variation
is higher than a given threshold. Our particular implementation of Lebesgue
sampling is based on the variation of the signal. In other words, when the sensor
detects that a point has a difference from the previous sampled point greater
than a given threshold, then the point is captured. We can express this same
idea in mathematical terms in the following way. Let yi be the first sample of
a signal and t the threshold, where t > 0. Then, the sensor captures the next
point called yi+1 if and only if |yi+1 − yi | ≥ t.
Lebesgue sampling indirectly gives information on the behaviour of the signal
between the two consecutive samples. It can be deduced that all the points
between two pair of consecutive sampled points (not necessarily consecutive in
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time intervals) are inside an interval delimited by the threshold, as shown in
Figure 2. We know this because if the value of a point of the interval was out
of the interval, this point would have been captured. Just remember that points
are not sampled while the signal stays inside this allowed region. The tolerated
region can be defined as [yi − t, yi + t], where t (threshold) is the maximum
allowed value of change.
As shown in Figure 2, if the difference between two consecutive sampled
points a and b of a time series is very large in a given interval, we know that
an abrupt change has happened (otherwise the point would have been collected
earlier). On the other hand, if the difference between the sampled points is
very small, it is quite probable that a smooth change has taken place. This
simple principle is the basis on which our interpolation algorithms for Lebesgue
sampling (ZeLi, ZeLiC, ZeChip, and ZeChipC) have been developed.

Fig. 2. The point b is very far away from the tolerated region of the point a, so we can
deduce that an abrupt change has taken place.

In other words, any y in the interval I between the two points is inside the
tolerated region. We can therefore significantly reduced the region of the possible
values of y when performing the interpolation and therefore reducing the error
when comparing the original signal with the reconstructed one.

3.2

ZeLi interpolation algorithm

From the information that can be extracted from the tolerance region, we will
develop a set of methods to interpolate time series sampled with the Lebesgue
approach. The simplest method and the first that is going to be explained is
called ZeLi. The rest of the methods are improvements with respect to this first
method.

6
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Combination of Zero-order hold and Linear interpolation ZeLi interpolation combines Zero-order hold interpolation and Linear interpolation, which
explains the origin of its name to reconstruct the original signal from the sampled
signal as shown in Figure 3. To decide whether to apply Zero-order hold (ZOH)
or Linear interpolation, the tolerance ratio parameter is used. The tolerance ratio is a constant value that multiplies the interval of the tolerated region, that
is: [(yi − t) ∗ tolerance ratio, (yi + t) ∗ tolerance ratio], creating a new interval
called increased tolerated region.
Therefore, the ZeLi algorithm contemplates two possible cases:
1. If the examined point is outside of the increased tolerance region, then ZOH
interpolation is used.
2. Otherwise, Linear interpolation is used.
The justification of the algorithm is as follows. We know that all the points
between two captured points should be in the tolerated region. If the difference
between the values of the points is small, it is quite possible that between the
two sampled points the signal follows a linear trend with small variations around
it, therefore Linear interpolation is used. On the other hand, to minimise the
error when the difference between the two sample points is very large (an abrupt
change is presented), we interpolate all the points using ZOH. Although ZOH
interpolation does not represent continuous signals in a smooth way, it is a
very effective mechanism since it satisfies that all the values of the interval
between a given point and the next point [a,b) are in the tolerated region. ZOH
interpolation minimises the error because it keeps all the values in the middle of
the tolerated region Ri , dividing by two the maximal possible error.
A visual intuition of this method can be seen in Figure 3. When the signal
crosses the threshold in a continuous way, Linear interpolation would be used.
This is because it can be assumed that the values of the previous points close
to b will have similar values (obviously, the further those points are from b,
the less probable this assumption would be). By contrast, if an abrupt change is
presented, then the last but one point and all the previous points were somewhere
in the limited region Ri . However, we cannot deduce a trend because the change
is so abrupt. Due to this lack of information, we choose to minimise the maximal
error by using ZOH interpolation. Since ZOH interpolation uses a horizontal line
(same values for y-axis for all the points of the region) followed by a straight
line to interpolate.

3.3

ZeLiC interpolation method

One of the disadvantages of using simple methods such as linear interpolation
and ZOH is that they are not able to adapt smoothly to the signal when there
is a change in the sign of the slope. To sort this out, we have developed new
functionality to improve the performance of ZeLi when convex/concave regions
are presented.

ZeChipC: Time Series Interpolation Method based on Lebesgue sampling
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Fig. 3. ZeLi combines ZOH with Lineal interpolation. Between a and b ZeLi applies
Line interpolation.

Convex/Concave regions on time series The shape of the signal when a
slope change is presented is generally a convex or concave region. When Lebesgue
sampling is used, a lack of information about the shape of the signal is presented
when the signal changes the sign of the slope between two sampled points xi
and xi+1 , and that change takes place inside the tolerance region (i.e. before
the signal hits the threshold). Additionally, neither Linear nor ZOH are able to
adapt to convex or concave regions of a signal since those two methods connect
the pairs of points individually.
In order to improve the adaptation of the proposed methods, we have studied
the case of convexity and concavity, which are the inflexion points of a function.
A function is convex if the line segment between any two points on the graph of
the function lies above or on the graph. If we assume that the function f follows
the trend of the sampled points, that is to say, if the values of f for a particular
region are decreasing and, at some point, they start increasing, then, we can
assume that f is convex on the interval Ii . At this point, it is important to
remind that this is based on assumptions, we do not have enough information to
support the assumptions, except the values and position of the sampled points.
3.4

ZeChip interpolation algorithm

ZeLi is based on a combination of ZOH and Linear interpolation, and in consequence, it shares some limitations of those type of interpolation. ZeLi is able
to approximate time series with a high precision when they are composed of
straight lines, that is to say, signals for which their first and second derivative
present very constant values. However, when the signal function has curved lines,
it is not possible to represent it using ZeLi.
We can apply the same idea of combining two interpolation methods as in
ZeLi but replacing Linear interpolation with PCHIP interpolation. This new
method is called ZeChip and is able to adapt much better to those signals that
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present curves regions. In addition, the new method will include the advantages
of PCHIP; a fast and powerful interpolation method that allows to represent
regions using curved lines and obtaining a great precision. One of the shortcomings of ZeChip with respect to ZeLi is that, because it uses PCHIP interpolation
instead of Linear interpolation, it has a higher complexity cost. Therefore, for
the same given points, ZeChip will take more time to generate the interpolated
signal than ZeLi.

4

Experiments

So far, we have discussed our proposed methods from a theoretical perspective.
Still, to have certain evidence that our contribution can have a meaningful impact, we need to demonstrate that the proposed methods have a better general
performance than that of the state-of-the-art. To this end, we have decided to
perform the experiments using a large number of databases. We want to test the
performance of our models against other interpolation methods under Lebesgue
sampling. Besides that, we want to compare the performance of our method
with Lebesgue sampling with the performance of other interpolating methods
with Riemann sampling with a similar number of samples, so we can recommend that approach when time series need to be sampled.
4.1

Preparation of the experiments

To perform the experiments, we followed the methodology explained in Figure
4. First, we downsampled the original time series (using Lebesgue or Riemann
sampling), then we reconstructed the original signals from the downsampled data
(using Linear, PCHIP, ZOH... interpolation methods) and finally, we compared
the original signal with the reconstructed one, using RMSE, to evaluate the
performance of the different interpolation methods.

Fig. 4. The methodology to calculate the best interpolation method is based on the
RMSE between the original signal and the reconstructed one.

There are many metrics in the state-of-the-art to calculate the difference
between the original signal and the reconstructed signal. In this research, we
applied a prevalent metric called root-mean-square-error (RMSE). The RMSE
has been used in many research works to calculate the efficiency of the interpolation techniques [14, 9]. To this end, all the signals of all the datasets have been
individually normalised between ”0” and ”1”.

ZeChipC: Time Series Interpolation Method based on Lebesgue sampling
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In order to conduct the experiments, we applied some of the most popular
time series interpolation methods in state of the art such as ZOH, Linear interpolation, PCHIP, Shannon, Lasso, Natural Neighbour, Cubic, Multiquadric, Inverse
Multiquadric, Gaussian, Quintic and Thin-Plate. This functions have been implemented using the Radial Basis Function (RBF) approximation/interpolation
in python based on the books[4] and [11].
We have applied two different approaches strategies to downsample the signals:
– Lebesgue sampling: Our implementation of Lebesgue sampling is based on
the absolute difference between the sampled values.
– Riemann sampling: The Riemann sampling is performed by using the same
(or slightly higher) average number of points than in Lebesgue sampling but
using a fix time interval over time.
To perform the experiments, all the signals of all the datasets have been
interpolated between ”0” and ”1”. The values of the parameters for the developed
methods (ZeLi, ZeLiC, ZeChip, and ZeChipC) were: tolerance ratio = 1.15, min
distance=3, and previous distance=3.
The objective of the first experiment is to evaluate the performance of our
proposed method for interpolating time series from Lebesgue sampling. To this
end, we compared our methods with those of the state-of-the-art. In this experiment, we applied Lebesgue sampling based on the difference between the values
with a threshold of 0.054 .
The goal of the second experiment is a bit more ambitious than the one of the
first experiment. We want to demonstrate that the best technique to interpolate
and reconstruct any signal is to use Lebesgue sampling and our best-proposed
method; ZeChipC. To this end, we will conduct a similar experiment to the first
one, but this time with the same number of samples for both Lebesgue sampling
and Riemann sampling. We will select 15% of the total samples of the signal
for both Riemann and Lebesgue sampling. In the case of Lebesgue, we will tune
the value of the threshold until selecting the same or slightly less (never more)
number of samples than in Riemann sampling.
To carry out the experiments, we used Python 3.6.1 with Anaconda custom (x86 64). We used a MacBook with macOS High Sierra with the following
features. 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5, 8GB 2133 MHz, L2 Cache:256 KB, L3: 4MB.
4.2

Data sets

The experiments have been conducted over the 67 databases of a repository
called “The UEA and UCR time series classification repository” [2]. Some of
the datasets have the training set and the testing set to perform classification
techniques. Since we are not doing classification, we have simply joined the
training set and testing set in a single dataset for each dataset of the repository.
4

Note that all the signals had been scaled between ”0” and ”1”. From this perspective,
0.05 means a 5% difference in the maximum change between the possible values.
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4.3

Experiment I

Figure 5 shows an illustrative summary of the performance of the best eight combinations of interpolation methods and sampling strategies. It could be possible
that a method is strongly penalised in some dataset, and this will undermine its
performance severely. To avoid this, we also calculated the average position, as
displayed in Figure 6. We can see that the position order of the median RMSE
is the same as the order in terms of the average position of the Ranking.

Fig. 5. Boxplot of the RMSE of the top-8 methods for all the 67 datasets, ordered by
the median value.

Fig. 6. Boxplot of the rank position of the top-8 methods for all the 67 datasets.

Figure 5 shows the box-plot of the RMSE score of the top-8 interpolation
methods. In this plot, the interpolation methods are sorted by the 50th percentile, and from the Figure, it can be seen that ZeChipC performs best for the
Lebesgue sampling and it produces least errors while reconstructing the signal.

ZeChipC: Time Series Interpolation Method based on Lebesgue sampling
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Furthermore, it can be observed that interquartile range is smaller in magnitude
compared to the rest of methods and as well whisker is at lower RMSE value,
which establishes that ZeChipC performs very well in the overall spread of the
reconstruction from the sampled single.
Likewise, Figure 6 shows a similar conclusion where ZeChipC is the winner
in terms of the rank position of the reconstructed signal. The 50th percentile
indicates that ZeChipC half of the time is a clear winner compared to the rest
of the interpolation methods. Similarly, the interquartile range and the whisker
establishes that overall ZeChipC outperforms the rest of the interpolation methods.

4.4

Experiment II

In this experiment, results are shown in the same way as in the first one. First,
in Figure 7, it is shown the performance based on the average RMSE of each
combination (sampling and interpolation methods) using 15% of the samples for
each of the 67 datasets.

Fig. 7. RMSE of the top-8 methods for all the 67 datasets.

As in the first experiment, in Figure 8, it is shown the average position of the
best 12 methods of the dataset. We can see that the order of the positions of the
Average Ranking is similar to that with the median RMSE value. For example,
the order for the first eight combinations is the same.
We can also see that ZeChipC with Lebesgue sampling is the winner in terms
of the rank position of the reconstructed signal. The 50th percentile shows that
ZeChipC half of the time is the clear winner compared to the rest of the interpolation methods. Similarly, the interquartile range and the whisker establishes
that overall ZeChipC outperforms the rest of the interpolation methods.
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Fig. 8. Boxplot of the rank position of the top-10 methods for all the 67 datasets.

4.5

Discussion of the experiments

The interpolation method that offers the best performance in both experiments
is ZeChipC. This method implements three ideas that have been presented
throughout the paper.
First, it uses ZOH interpolation, which allows ZeChipC to adapt to abrupt
changes. This improvement is shared by the other three developed methods
(ZeLi, ZeLiC and ZeChip), and it can be clearly appreciated when we compare
in experiment I the performance of ZeLi against Linear interpolation or ZeChip
against PCHIP interpolation. ZOH is the only interpolation technique that guarantees that all the points are in the tolerated region which allows representing
the shape of the signal more accurately. We can see a clear example of this in
Figure 9 where PCHIP interpolation is out of the tolerated region while ZeChip
is respecting it.
Second, ZeChipC includes new functionality to adapt to concave and convex
regions. It is interesting to see that this improvement means an increment of
8.06% of ZeChipC with respect ZeChip (which does not implement the convexity/concavity functionality) in the first experiment and of 7.36% in the second.
In the same way, there is an improvement of ZeLiC against ZeLi of 10.88% and
10.89% in the first and second experiments respectively.
The third and last idea consists of implementing PCHIP interpolation instead
of Linear interpolation. The increase in the performance of this approach can
be appreciated when ZeChip is compared against ZeLi, and when ZeChipC is
compared against ZeLiC. In the first experiment, ZeChip has an improvement
of 8.82% against ZeLi while in the second experiment, it has an improvement of
5.94%. In the same way, ZeChipC has an improvement against ZeLiC of 5.94%
in the first and of 2.22% in the second.
In addition, it is worth stressing that the ZOH interpolation is better than
Linear interpolation and even better than PCHIP interpolation. In fact, it is
better than any other interpolation technique when Lebesgue sampling is used.
PCHIP is the second best and Linear the third best. This is a confirmation
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Fig. 9. PCHIP is interpolating outside the tolerated region and so, its performance is
low.

that using ZOH for the algorithms ZeChipC and ZeLiC (as well as ZeChip and
ZeLi) as a combination of these methods is a good idea. Regarding the rest
of the methods, it seems that Lebesgue PCHIP, variable near, variable linear
and variable ZOH always remain ahead of the rest of the methods. Our results
strengthen the claims regarding that sampling based on Lebesgue sampling is
more accurate than Riemann sampling (either in fixed or uniform with the same
number of samples).
On the other hand, we could think that ZeChipC is not better because for
some data sets simply because it has been in a better average position. To argue
for the ZeChipC we have two arguments. In the position ranking, it has won 53
times out of 67 in the first experiment and 37 in the second. Furthermore, if we
see the average position, it has been the first method in both experiments, 2.18
in the first experiment and 2.63 in the second.
Lastly, time-series smoothness is a concept that has been studied in detail
in several investigations [3]. One of the most frequent ways of measuring it, and
the one applied in our research is by calculating the standard deviation of the
differences between the points (1st derivative). The lower the SD, the smoother
the time series is.
The differences between the proposed methods and the rest of the methods
are enlarged when the databases have a large number of changes. As it is shown
in Figure 10, when the signals of a dataset have abrupt changes, the state-ofthe-art methods do not ”understand” that the change has occurred between the
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Fig. 10. Average RMSE of the 15 smoother datasets against the 15 abrupter ones.

last tracked point and the previous instant and as a result, the signal is drawn
out of the tolerance region as shown in Figure 9.

5

Conclusion

Throughout this investigation, we have developed an interpolation methodology that requires a smaller number of samples to achieve the same precision.
This methodology is a solid basis on which systems related to ambient assisted
living could be developed. Those systems could monitor time series related to
health user attributes such as blood pressure, respiration, temperature, etc. but
requiring fewer samples which makes them more efficient.
The main reason why the developed methods (ZeLi, ZeLiC, ZeChip and
ZeChipC) have better results compared to the other interpolation methods is
that the interpolation is performed by taking into account the Lebesgue sampling characteristics. That is to say, when there is an abrupt change ZOH interpolation is applied, otherwise (when there is a smooth change) Linear and
PCHIP interpolation are applied. The proposed methods detect that there has
been an abrupt change because the newly captured sample is far away from the
tolerated region. Additionally, this decision can be optimised depending on the
dataset using the tolerance ratio parameter.
On the other hand, the convexity/concavity functionality has performed very
well. We can guess that when there is a change of sign in the slope of a signal,
a concavity/convexity region has happened. Additionally, accurately calculating
the exact point where the signal changes the slope and approximating its shape is
a very complex and wide issue, although the applied implementation performed
very well and boosted the performance of both methods: ZeLiC and ZeChipC.
The developed methods have been implemented based on the absolute difference with respect to the last sampled point. However, it is easily adaptable
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to another kind of events in the health care domain that trigger sensors. For
example, the sensor could be triggered when the output signal crosses a certain
limit or when the percentage variation is higher than a preset limit. Using the
same approach; Linear or PCHIP interpolation for smooth transitions and ZOH
for abrupt changes will still be effective.
From the assumptions and contributions of this research, new and more effective interpolation methods could be designed. Lebesgue sampling is known in
academia, but it is important to develop reliable and adapted tools to encourage
the industry to make a transition to Lebesgue sampling.
Acknowledgements. This publication has emanated from research conducted with the support of Enterprise Ireland (EI), under Grant Number IP20160496
and TC20130013.
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